Remote Security Management
A smarter and faster way to secure your
business remotely
As more organisations send staff home and temporarily close their doors to
visitors and contractors, they may need to leverage remote services and support
for some business functions, including security. Our remote security management
service can be easily implemented with an existing camera solution.

Safeguard your businesses from anywhere
STANLEY Security want to empower the protectors of those
businesses, to enable them to continue safeguarding their
premises remotely with absolute confidence that at least their assets are safe.
Our Remote Security Management service allows our monitoring professionals
to confirm an intrusion attempt is taking place, reducing the occurrence of false
alarms which leads to faster Police response.

Remote security management packages
Package 1: Remote video verification
A very cost-effective form of viewing incidents/activations through video, linked to when an intruder
alarm is activated. This could also be for bringing up live video footage for video review of an area
following an alarm in another location on site by our monitoring professionals.

Package 2: Remote camera activation
Utilising onboard or edge analytics, Camera Activated CCTV Monitoring allows large areas to be
protected, via our Remote Monitoring Station. When an alarm is triggered, a video clip of the
alarm is dispatched to the STANLEY Security Monitoring Station for review by an operator.

Value added services

Audio talk-down

Remote guard tours

Video safeguard

Warnings issued either
automatically or manually
– can be a highly effective
enhancement to video
surveillance.

Our operators can perform
scheduled tours of your
business and can “talk
down” to the site in the
event that unauthorised
persons are on the premises.

Utilising Video Monitoring,
we can offer protection to
colleagues who are working
either alone or in high risk/
high security locations.

Remote interactive
response
Leveraging equipment such
as Intercoms, CCTV and
Access Control, we can
remotely conduct security
guard tasks such as visitor
validation, vehicle access
and area lockdowns.
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